
ERPsBACKGROUND
• EEG data often has varied amounts of noise, even within a single dataset. 

How well do classifiers generalize across these different levels of noise?

• Used deep multivariate pattern analysis (dMVPA) classifiers, implemented 
via DeLINEATE, a deep learning toolbox1

• Same convolutional neural network (CNN) model used in all dMVPA
analyses
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DATASET
• Used an EEG dataset of a working memory task

• N = 16 young, healthy subjects

• Recorded with 32-channel low-impedance EEG cap, sampled at 1000 Hz

• Participants shown and remembered 4 images: 2 faces and 2 scenes

• On each trial, images presented 3 times in same order with increasing 
levels of visual noise, accompanied by short auditory tone

• 2 further cycles presented with only visual noise and auditory tones 
(rehearsal phase; used for only a subset of analyses). During this phase, 
participants visualized images in step with auditory tones

• 800ms presentation, 200ms ISI

• Filtered from 0.1 Hz – 50 Hz

• 17,660 epochs total; linearly detrended after binning

• Artifact rejection: blinks/saccades removed if peak-to-peak amplitude 
>20µV in any EOG channel; epochs rejected if peak-to-peak amplitude 
>100µV in any non-EOG channels

CONCLUSIONS
• Classifiers trained and tested on similar data performed best (e.g., the 

same or similar levels of noise)

• Classifiers trained on higher noise levels were more robust when tested on 
data dissimilar to their original training set (e.g., zero-noise-trained 
classifier drops off in accuracy quickly, while medium- and high-noise 
trained classifiers retain similar levels of accuracy across all test datasets)

• Future work can explore this effect in different sources of noise (e.g., 
biological rather than visual)
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Analysis 1 (Stimulus Categories)
• Run on zero, medium, and high noise levels (Cycles 1-3)

• First, trained classifiers to decode stimulus category for each noise level (i.e. one classifier trained on zero-noise trials, one 
trained on medium-noise trials, one trained on high-noise trials)

• Then, applied pre-trained classifiers to trials for each noise level (i.e., zero-noise-trained classifier used to decode medium-
and high-noise trials, medium-noise-trained classifier used to decode zero- and high-noise trials, etc)

Analysis 2 (Noise Levels)
• As Analysis 1, but decoded noise levels instead of stimulus categories, and run on all noise levels (Cycles 1-5)

• First, trained classifiers to decode noise levels for each category (i.e. one classifier trained on all trials, one classifier trained 
on face trials, one trained on scene trials)

• Then, applied pre-trained classifiers to trials for the opposite category (i.e., face-trained classifier used to decode medium-
scene trials, scene-trained classifier used to decode face trials)
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